2021 Annual ISIT Technology Survey of Employees

245 Responses 11:36 Average time to complete

1. Please choose the choice that represents your role on campus.

- Full-time faculty: 99
- Adjunct faculty: 47
- Classified: 76
- Administrator: 23

2. Were you a consistent Canvas user prior to going to the Work-From-Home environment?

- Yes: 102
- No: 44

3. Will you use Canvas post-COVID for classes and other functions?

- Yes: 138
- No: 8
4. Do you feel you had adequate technology and internet services to do your job?

- Yes: 192
- No: 53

5. If your answer to the previous question was "no", what else did you need?

Latest Responses

- "I had to buy faster internet/bandwidth from home, and I'm paying ext...
- "When the office computers were updated, our office was no longer ab...
- "I do not have a KCCD computer and I teach Auto CAD. I am using my...

6. Did you have adequate training to help you transition online?

- Yes: 204
- No: 41

7. If the answer to the previous question was "no", what could be done better?

Latest Responses

- "We actually did not have any training at all. We had to figure it out o...

8. Many of the trainings were conducted via Zoom, would you be interested in that method as we begin to return to campus?

- Yes: 222
- No: 23
9. Which technology and software would you like to continue to use for your work when the college re-opens?

245 Responses

Latest Responses
"MS Office Desktop computer(s) Canvas"
"We would like to be able to access our database as it is essential to w..."
"AutoCAD"

10. Did you encounter problems navigating within Zoom?

Yes 33
No 212

11. If the answer to the previous question was "yes", what were the problems you encountered?

38 Responses

"My internet is unreliable. I have the best Spectrum offers, but my zoo...

12. What is the most positive experience of teaching/working remotely?

245 Responses

Latest Responses
"Safety!"
"The ability to work within a flexible time frame."
"Students who work or have very young children can access the curric...

13. What is your experience dealing with student technology issues?

245 Responses

Latest Responses
"Some students have struggled with reliable internet service, but most ..."
"Not applicable to my job."
"Little"
14. In your role on campus, what is your understanding of ADA Accessibility compliance?

**Latest Responses**

"Materials need to be accessible and physical buildings/paths need to ...

"It is referring to the American Disabilities Act, which says that all elect...

"Physical, access to drafting tables"

244 Responses

15. In what areas of ADA Accessibility could you use more training?

**Latest Responses**

"?"

"In making our newsletter ADA compliant. We are not really sure how ...

"Bi-lingual"

244 Responses